An unusual presentation of a granulosa cell tumor in broad ligament: morphological features and close differential
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Abstract

Background: Though Granulosa cell tumors (GCTs) are the most common ovarian sex cord stromal tumors, they are very rare in extra ovarian sites with a handful of cases reported in retroperitoneum, broad ligament, fallopian tube, mesentery and even in the adrenals. Female Adnexal Tumor of probable Wolffian Origin (FATWO), which is also a very rare tumor comes up as its closest differential because of a significant overlap of topographic, morphologic, and immunohistochemical (IHC) features. Case Summary: Present case is of a post-menopausal female who complained of abdominal swelling and post-menopausal bleeding. On CT, she was shown to have a broad ligament mass (fibroid) which was excised. On histopathological reporting the tumor showed mainly the lesser known morphological variant of GCT that lead to difficulty in reaching at the exact diagnosis and a differential of an extraovarian GCT [eGCT] vs. FATWO was given which on IHC finally turned out to be an eGCT. Conclusion: Broad ligament is the site of two very rare tumors of the female genital tract, i.e. eGCT and FATWO which are close mimickers of each other not only on topography, but also on morphology and immunohistochemistry. Hence distinguishing between these two entities may be quite challenging for a pathologist, but aid of certain features can be taken to arrive at the diagnosis many a times.
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Introduction

Though ovarian granulosa cell tumors are not an infrequent finding, extraovarian granulosa cell tumors (eGCTs) are very uncommon, assumed to arise from the ectopic gonadal tissue along the embryonal route of the genital ridge. It is noteworthy that a diagnosis of eGCT should be carried out only after excluding any previous history of GCT of the ovary [1]. Amongst all the cases published so far, most of the eGCTs have been reported in various parts of the retroperitoneum [2-8], followed by broad ligament [9-11], fallopian tube [12, 13], mesentery [14] and even adrenals [15]. Interestingly, eGCTs share a significant overlap topographically, morphologically, and immunohistochemically with another very rare tumor, Female Adnexal Tumor of probable Wolffian Origin (FATWO), which comes across as its closest differential [9, 10], especially amongst the broad ligament tumors. This can be quite troublesome for the reporting pathologist many a times, especially when the predominant pattern is diffuse proliferation / trabecular/ gyriform. The present case report was a case of a post-menopausal female with a broad ligament mass where a very unusual morphology of granulosa cell tumor and enumerate the points that helped us arrive at the correct diagnosis.

Case Report

A 58-year female presented to the surgery O.P.D. of our institute with pain and swelling in the abdomen since 8 months. She also complained of postmenopausal bleeding. There was no any other significant past history or treatment history. Her CBC parameters were in normal range and her CA-125 was 693U/mL. She was advised CT of the abdomino pelvic region that was reported as a broad ligament fibroid [Figure 1a]. She underwent surgical excision of the tumor mass along with pan-hysterectomy that was sent to our department for histopathological examination.
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Case Report

The specimen was received in two labelled vials.

Specimen-1 was a total hysterectomy with unilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, where the entire uterus with cervix measured 10 x 5 x 2 cm in size. On cutting uterine wall thickness was 2.5 cm with regular endometrial as well as regular endocervical canal. One section from endometrium with myometrium and two sections from cervix were taken and processed. Fallopian tube measured 3.1 cm in length. On cutting tube lumen was obliterated. Same sided ovary measured 1.2 x 1 cm in size. Cut section was homogeneous grey white. One section each from both the tube and ovary were taken and processed.

Specimen 2 was a single, globular, encapsulated paratubal (broad ligament) mass showing prominent surface vessels with attached fallopian tube and ovary measuring 11 x 8 x 5 cm in size. On cutting through the mass, variegated haemorrhagic solid and cystic areas were seen. Twelve sections from various areas of the mass were taken and processed [Figure 1 b, c, d]. Fallopian tube measured 3 cm in length. On cutting tube lumen was obliterated. Same sided ovary measured 1 x 1 cm in size. Cut section was homogeneous grey white. One section each from both the tube and ovary were taken and processed.

Figure 1: 1a: CT film showing the huge pelvic tumor; 1b: Gross of the tumor mass which is bosselated, encapsulated and with prominent surface vessels; 1c: Cut surface of the tumor showing some haemorrhagic and cystic areas; 1d: Cut surface of the tumor showing some greyish brown to greyish white solid areas On microscopy, the panhysterectomy specimen was unremarkable. Sections examined from various areas of broad ligament mass showed an encapsulated tumour with multiple patterns. Predominant pattern was diffuse solid proliferation along with minor components of microcystic, trabecular and gyriform patterns. No well-formed tubules were seen anywhere. The tumour cells were mainly spindled along with few epithelioid forms, neither of which showed any significant pleomorphism, had a vesicular nucleus with prominent nucleoli and moderate amount of mostly clear cytoplasm. Occasional areas showed nuclear grooving also [Figure 2a-f]. Some of the sections show very prominent vascular proliferation. Mitotic activity was low. No necrosis was seen anywhere.

Microscopic findings were consistent with a low-grade neoplastic lesion. Two differentials were considered: -
1. Broad ligament Granulosa cell tumor
2. Female adnexal tumour of wolffian origin

Figure 2- 2a: Scanner view showing a well encapsulated tumor area [H and E X 4x]; 2b: Spindled tumor cells showing diffuse growth pattern [Hand E X10x] ; 2c: Epithelioid tumor cells showing diffuse growth pattern [Hand E X10x]; 2d:
Focal areas showing gyriform pattern of growth [Hand E X10x]; 2e: Cells with prominent nucleoli and moderate amount of mostly clear cytoplasm [Hand E X 40x]; 2f: Few nuclear grooves(arrows) [Hand E X 40x]

IHC for CK7, Inhibin and Calretinin was advised for confirmation where the former was negative and the latter two were focally positive, thus making this case to be an extraovarian (Broad Ligament) Granulosa cell tumor [Figure 3a and b]

**Figure 3-** 3a: Focal positivity for Calretinin [IHCX40x]; 3b: Focal positivity for Inhibin [IHCX40x]

**Discussion**

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines granulosa cell tumor (GCT) as a neoplasm composed of a pure or at least a 10% population of granulosa cells, often in a fibrothromatous background. GCTs account for about 1.5%-5% of all ovarian tumors and occur in a wide age range, from newborn to postmenopausal women. Two major subtypes are recognized, an adult and a juvenile type.

Adult granulosa cell tumors (AGCTs) are the most common sex cord-stromal tumors, occur more often in postmenopausal women, with a peak incidence between 50 and 55 years. Grossly, they vary from tiny lesions to huge masses filling the abdomen, with bilateral occurrence seen in only 2%.

The external surface may be smooth or bosselated. The cut surface is solid, partly solid and partly cystic, or rarely, entirely cystic. The cystic spaces may contain proteinaceous fluid or old altered blood. Hemorrhage and necrosis are common.

On microscopy, Granulosa cells are small, usually round to polygonal, but may be spindle-shaped with scanty amphophilic cytoplasm and having indistinct cell borders. Their round, oval or angular nuclei often show a deep longitudinal groove and may exhibit a small, variably prominent nucleolus. The nuclear chromatin may be compact and dense or loose and vesicular.

The tumor cells grow in a variety of patterns, including microfollicular (call exner bodies seen in 30-50%), macrofollicular, trabecular, insular, tubular and the rarer diffuse, moiré silk, and gyriform patterns.

In recent karyotypic and fluorescence in situ hybridization analyses, it has been shown that trisomy 12 is not that common in granulosa cell tumor as was thought previously. Rather a single, recurrent somatic mutation (402C → G) in FOXL2 gene has been identified in a large proportion of AGCTs studied and is used to distinguish AGCT from both non – sex cord-stromal tumors and other tumors in the sex cord-stromal category [1, 16].

Extraovarian granulosa cell tumor (e GCTs) are very uncommon tumors. Amongst all the cases published so far, most of the eGCTs have been reported in various parts in the retroperitoneum [2-8], followed by broad ligament [9-11], fallopian tube [12, 13], mesentery [14] and even adrenals [15].

The histogenesis of paratubal GCT in the broad ligament is unknown but it is postulated that as in uterine sex cord stromal tumor, these neoplasms may also be derived from multipotential cells within the broad ligament or possibly from ectopic gonadal stromal tissue [16].

All granulosa cell tumors have a malignant potential, with the capacity to extend beyond the ovary or recur after surgical removal; because broad ligament GCTs are very rare, it is not possible to determine their prognosis, though some studies suggest that they may be more aggressive than their ovarian counterparts [9].

Female adnexal tumor of probable Wolffian origin (FATWOs) are an exceptionally rare neoplasm of low grade malignant potential originating from the Wolffian ductal system. They have been reported in the broad
ligament, mesosalpinx and ovarian hilum in females with a wide age range (15-72 years). [17-20] They are characterised by a wide variety of histological patterns, some of which closely simulate other pelvic tumors. The diagnosis of FATWO is based mainly on its topography and its morphologic appearance of a sieve-like retiform pattern of hollow tubules and cysts, closely packed tubules, and diffuse solid sheets of cells. It may also sometimes show the gyriform and trabecular pattern similar to that of GCTs [1, 11]. Since in our case the predominant pattern was diffuse along with areas of trabecular and gyriform pattern, we had a problem in making a definitive diagnosis on histopathology alone and so both an eGCT and FATWO were suggested as the differentials.

In addition to morphologic similarities of GCT and FATWO, the basic immunophenotype of FATWO is also quite similar. Like GCTs, they also show positivity for Inhibin, Calretinin, pan CK, CAM 5.2, and are negative for EMA. But FATWOs are always positive for CK 7 and generally negative for FOXL2 which comes to the rescue of a pathologist in differentiating it from an eGCT [3, 4].

Additionally, on molecular analysis, FATWOs never show FOXL2 mutation which is always present in a GCT [16]. Hence, we too went ahead with an IHC panel of CK7, Inhibin and Calretinin to arrive at the exact diagnosis.

As recommended by Czernobilsky et al, nuclear grooving, though not an exclusive feature of GCT, in the context of the differential diagnosis between broad ligament GCT and FATWO, the presence of this feature may be very useful in establishing the diagnosis of broad ligament GCT [9]. In our case too, we found nuclear grooving in some of the areas.

Conclusion

Though both Granulosa cell tumor and Female adnexal tumor of wolffian origin are very rare tumors reported in the broad ligament, a pathologist should be aware of both these entities which are very close mimickers of each other.

This is especially important when the predominant pattern is diffuse proliferation / trabecular/ gyriform. Extensive sampling and careful search for certain features on morphology like presence of even focal areas of nuclear grooving, absence of sieve-like pattern and a negative immunostain for CK -7 helps in establishing a diagnosis of an extraovarian Granulosa cell tumor.
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